
Time 2Hr Artificial Intelligence MA61008 MA60038 Spring 2016
Instruction: There are 9 questions. Every question carries 5 marks. Rough work should be shown.
Final answer should be written in a box. Calculators are not allowed. In case of any doubt or mistake
any query should not be made. All mistakes of the question paper should be written on a page by
drawing a box. For identifying every mistake in a question (or in example) I mark will be given.
Either the mistake should be corrected or justification should be given.

I. A king gives numbers to Ajay and Bimu. The king says 'a' and 'b' are two numbers such that
a~Ajay'number and b ~ Bimu'number. All numbers are integers. The king says 3a+Sb=S60. The
king asks Bimu the number of Ajay. Bimu says at least SO. ow king asks Gopal the number of
Bimu. What will Gopal say?
Example: The king says 3a+Sb=S6. The king asks Ajay the number of Bimu. Ajay says at least 13.
Now king asks Gopal the number of Ajay. Gopal says 7, S, 9, 10 or II.
Reason: Let Ajay=7 hence e<], 3(7)+Sb=S6. Hence b z 13. Hence Bimu z 13.
Let Ajay=S hence a ~ S. But a=S is not possible because 3(S)+Sb=S6 does not give integer (b).
Similarly when Ajay has 9, 10 or II it is concluded a~ 7.
When Ajay has 12 then a=12 is possible since 3(12)+Sb=S6 has integer solution (b=IO). Hence
Ajay will say that Bimu has at least 10.

2. Ram has to choose one among A, B or C. Hari has to choose one among 0, E or F. The profit
matrix is given. Assume that they are taking the decision without knowing the decision of another.
What are useless elements in Matrix-\. [Notation: When Ram chooses A and Hari chooses E then
profit of Ram is 7 and profit of Hari is 19 in matrix-2] [Example: in matrix-2 the useless elements
are @2, 19, 33, IS, 44, 431. The reason is that Ram will choose B because SI>44,17 19>7,12,
23>10,17. Hence Hari will choose E because 17>14,12. Elements@2, 19,33, IS, 44, 431are useless.
Even if they are unknown Ram and Hari will take this decision.] Output useless elements of
Matri I Th f thi t t b t b Th b is very important.tnx- . e answer 0 ISques Ion mus e wnt en In a ox. e ox I

Matrix-I iVIatrix-2
0 E F 0 E F

A S2,12 S4,41 34,17 A 44,42 7,19 10,33
B 2S,S6 31,S I 11,62 B SI,14 19,17 23,12
C 31,39 77,SI 44,13 C 17,IS 12,44 17,4:3

3. (373,0) (200,0) (200,0) (200,0) (100,30) (S6, I0) (82,40) (73,60) (61,20) (50,50) (0,200) (0,200) is a
collection of 12 elements. Gopal and Sani take one element from the collection alternatively (Gopal
takes first). When an element is taken by Gopal then profit of Gopal is the first number. When an
element is taken by Sani then profit of Sani is the second number. Gopal is greedy and Sani is
intelligent. Assume that Gopal takes the element which gives him maximum profit. Sani takes
element intelligently. What is the total profit of Go pal? [Example: Let collection be (52,11) (39,59)
(31,13) (22,38) (13,61). Here Gopal takes (52,11) then Sani takes (39,59) then Gopal takes (31,13)
then Sani takes (13,61) then Gopal takes (22,38). The total profit of Go pal is 52+31+22=105]

4. The possible moods of a person are a, b, c, d, e, and f. The person can be in one mood on a day.
P(a)=O. J 9 P(b)=0.12 P(c)=O.OS P(d)=0.2S P(e)=0.12 P(f)=0.24
What is the probability interval that he will go on a rainy day?

(A) Ifhe is in mood 'a' then he will certainly go to school.
(B) Ifhe is in mood 'b' and it rains then he will certainly go to school.
(C) Ifhe is in mood 'c' and it does not rain then he will certainly go to school.
(D) Ifhe is in mood 'd' then he will certainly not go to school.
(E) Ifhe is in mood 'e' and it rains then he will certainly not go to school.
(F) If he is in mood' f' and it does not rain then he will certainly not go to school.

Notation: If he is in mood 'b' and it does not rain then he mayor may not go to school. Probability
that he is in mood 'd' is 0.25. Example: Today ram has gone to school, what is the probability interval
that it is raining? Answer: [f/abcef,abcf/abcef] [0.32,0.S4]
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5. A Letter (X) from the second row can be replaced by another letter (Y) under following constraints
Let above (X) there is (Z) (A) Z must be absent in the second row. (B) Y *- Z

(C) Y must be absent in the second row (except when Y is T)
In how many ways the replacement can be done in Table A?

1~1~1~1~1~lbl~I~I~I~I~I~I:I~I;II~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
In table B there are 14 ways. Reason: B, I, T(below D and J) may be replaced. I may be replaced by
A, D, J or T. B by D, K, J or T. T(below D) may be replaced by A, K or J. T(below J) by A, K or D.

6. There is confusion among 1680 values over minimum breakable height of an egg. We are having 2
eggs P and Q. We can drop them at most five times. What is the final confusion?
(A) No egg can be dropped more than 3 times.
(B) Egg (P) can be dropped at most 2 times and egg (Q) at most 3 times.
Example: There is confusion among 84 values over minimum breakable height of an egg. We are
having 2 eggs X and Y. We can drop them at most three times. What is the final confusion?
(A) No egg can be dropped more than twice.
(B) Egg X can be dropped at most once.

Answer (A) is 84/7=12 Reason X will be dropped from 36. If breaks Y will be tried from 12 and
24. If X does not breaks from 36 it will be tried from 60. ow Y will be tried either from 48 or
from n. Answer (B) is 84/6=14 Reason X will be dropped from 42. Now Y will be dropped from
14 and 28 (or 56 and 70). Alternatively Y from 28 and 56 Now X from 14 or 42 or 70.

7. Current ranking is ABCDEFG. If B were topper then ranking had been BAECDFG. What is
missing number 'u'. Write the maximum and minimum possible values of 'u'.

A B C D E F G
A x 287 300 306 u 412 416
B x 500 506 600 612 616
C x 50 50
D x 50 50
E x 50 50
F 50 x 50
G 50 50 x

Team Points Run difference
A 12 Inl+u
B 10 2834-287=2547
C 4 100-900=-800
D 4 100-912= -812
E 4 I00-(700+u)= -600-u
F 4 I00-1 124=-1024
G 4 100-1 132=-1032

8. How many marks will a person get when he gives answer of 4.2+6.2 as following:
It is most likely between 9 and 10. It is not lesser than 6 and not greater than II.
Formula' Marks=Truth value/( I+precision)
Person Answer of the question 11.2+42.9 Truth Precision Marks
Anil Between 53 and 55 100 2 33.3
Bimu Most likely 54 not less than 53 not greater than 55 90 1/2+ 1/2 45
Fin Most likely 54 not less than 53 not greater than 54.5 80 1/2+.5/2 45.7
Hari Most likely 54 not less than 50 not greater than 56 95 4/2+2/2 23.8
Lalit Most likely 55.3 not less than 45.3 not greater than 63.3 88 10/2+8/2 8.8
Mani Most likely between 53 and 55 not less than 52 not greater than 58 100 1/2+2+3/2 20
Ravi Most likely between 53 and 54 not less than 51 not greater than 58 97.5 2/2+ 1+4/2 19.5
Sani Most likely 54.2 not less than 53.7 not greater than 55.2 80 .5/2+ 112 45.7

If Hari asks some question from Ram then Ram will Ram Hari Kapil Jalaj

reply by multiplying be 2. Answer of 13*7 will be Ram x*2 x/3 x+19
given by Ram as 182 to Hari and as 30.33 to Kapil. Hari x+14 x*7 x+341
Jalaj asks following question to Hari, What will Hari Kapil x+17 x/5 x*3
speak? Hint: Hari will not speak 157*3+341. Jalaj x+6 x-29 x/7

9.

Question: Answer of an unknown question (P) given by Ram to Kapil is same as the answer of
14* 10 given by Kapil to Ram. What is the correct answer of 14* 10?


